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Intimate piano melodies, catchy guitars and crystalline vocals: the eponymous debut EP of
Basel’s duo Lost In Lona consists of 5 indie-pop songs that tell how to overcome both personal
and social crises. When darkness and melancholy set in, Lost In Lona restores hope, creating
music that takes you by the hand to carry you through the storm.

Lost In Lona is a duo composed of Lidia Beck and Konstantin Aebli. The two first met in high school,
working together for the first time as part of a maturity project, from which the singles "Rainy Days"
(2021) and "Love Letter" (2022) were born. The duo then kept on writing music, delivering today
their first EP where they address the current dark times we’re living focusing yet on hope.
On “Lost in Lona”, the band draws, musically and lyrically, the picture of the past two years: covid,
broken relationships and social crisis. "Your Guilt", which opens the EP, was written after the end of
a long relationship and carries a lot of anger and sadness. The very intimate “Alone at the Party” was
written during the first semi-confinement and describes the loneliness experienced at that time
(“The world closes its windows, everything stops”). And “Heard” is about the mechanism of moving
through a society full of problems, without aknowledging and tackling them: climate crisis, war,
capitalism. The words "You must have heard" resonate loud and clear, both musically and emotionally.
All songs on the EP were written, composed, arranged and produced by the two musicans
themselves, then recorded in Konstantin's studio, who also did the mixing. The mastering was done
by Giuliano Sulzberger, while the artwork is by Flynn Meyer.
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